
Hello, I'm
Carrie Cochran

INFLUENCER AND UGC CREATOR

Let's work together!
I am a freelance copywriter and content creator with a professional writing degree and DSLR
photography training. I use these combined skills to create great content for my clients and partners
in writing and visual formats. 

Whether you need a well-written blog post or pictures and videos of your latest and greatest
products, I'll provide you with professional, authentic content that speaks to your target audience. 
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Some Brands I've Worked With:
TITO’S CLOSET



Testimonials & Examples

Stelle World-- "Carrie's performance was truly exceptional. She exceeded our expectations,
leading us to request her expertise in creating additional videos and images for other products.
We eagerly anticipate the opportunity to collaborate with her on a long-term basis."

Tito’s Closet-- "Carrie did an amazing job. She did so great, that we are asking her to do more
videos and images on other products. Looking forward to working together for a long time
here!"

Kiley Jones-- “If given the chance, I would work with Carrie all day everyday. She is
enthusiastic, willing to collaborate, shares ideas & feedback, and provides quality content. She
is the epitome of a perfect teammate.”

Portfolio:

More Examples

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/15c-Y7VjR8EdVmXGe_f0t6avV4cJIV2dr?usp=drive_link


Services
PHOTO CONTENT
CREATION
Includes raw professional-grade photographs in
vertical or horizontal alignment, taken with a
mirrorless camera unless otherwise specified. 

CONTACT
704-691-4419

carrie@cochranwriting.com

314 Fireweed Court, Chesapeake, VA

VIDEO CONTENT
CREATION
High-quality footage in horizontal or vertical
alignment. Drone footage also available.
Starting at up to 60 seconds of video content.

WRITTEN CONTENT
CREATION
Professionally-written content for reviews or
blog posts, starting at up to 500 words. Copy
will be edited and ready to publish. Reach out
directly to discuss post packages and sponsored
posts on the Carried Away Travels blog.

carrie@cochranwriting.com www.cochranwriting.com @carried_away_travels

COPYWRITING
Professional marketing content written just for
your brand! Choose from web copy, blog posts,
and campaign or flow emails!


